BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY
Chronicle of the rock band Queen, who
rose to fame thanks to their
revolutionary sound and the theatrics of
their front man, the iconic Freddie
Mercury.
BROOKLYN
When meek Eilis Lacey emigrates from
Ireland to New York City, her heart is
soon torn between a magnetic Italian
neighbor and a charming lad back home.
THE BUCKET LIST
Two virtual strangers check themselves
out of the hospital and hit the road
together for the adventure of a lifetimefrom the Taj Mahal to the Serengeti-with
just a sheet of paper and their passion
for life to guide them.
CRAZY RICH ASIANS
A native New Yorker Rachel Chu
accompanies her longtime boyfriend,
Nick Young, to his best friend's wedding
in Singapore. Excited about visiting Asia
for the first time but nervous about
meeting Nick's family, Rachel is
unprepared to learn that Nick has
neglected to mention a few key details
about his life
CRAZY, STUPID LOVE
Sad-sack divorcée Cal Weaver finds his
second wind in life after meeting a
handsome young ladies' man who
teaches him how to become a master of
the modern dating scene.

THE CROWN
Queen Elizabeth II is a 25-year-old
newlywed faced with the daunting
prospect of leading the world's most
famous monarchy while forging a
relationship with legendary Prime
Minister Sir Winston Churchill.
DAN IN REAL LIFE
A widower and father of three who also
writes a parenting advice column for his
local newspaper falls for the girlfriend of
his younger brother during a family
vacation.
DARKEST HOUR
This historical drama from director Joe
Wright focuses on the trials of Winston
Churchill soon after he becomes prime
minister of the U.K. in 1940.
FIRST MAN
Presents the story of the first manned
mission to the moon, focusing on the life
of astronaut Neil Armstrong in the
decade leading up to the historic flight.
GALAXY QUEST
A team of intrepid adventurers travels
through the outer reaches of the galaxy,
each week finding excitement and
adventure on Galaxy Quest! Or at least
that's the way it was in the mid-1970s…
Twenty years later, the show is still in
reruns, and the actors prop up their
sagging careers by making appearances
at sci-fi conventions.

THE GODS MUST BE CRAZY
Kalahari bushman Xi is as surprised as
the rest of his tribe when a Coke bottle,
thrown from a passing plane, lands in the
middle of their village. This "gift from the
gods" proves to be a mixed blessing...
THE GREATEST SHOWMAN
The life story of P.T. Barnum the creator
of the Barnum & Bailey Circus.
HIDDEN FIGURES
Follows three African American women
working as human computers for NASA
during the space race of the 1950s and
1960s.
HUNT FOR THE WILDERPEOPLE
Rebellious teenage orphan Ricky is
shipped off to live with a foster family in
the New Zealand countryside.
IN TIME
When scientists unlock the secret to
immortality, time becomes the new
currency and one desperate man comes
under attack from a mysterious group
known only as the "Time Keepers."
IQ
Legendary scientist Albert Einstein takes
a break from theoretical physics to try to
set up his intellectual niece with a
handsome auto mechanic in this
romantic comedy.
IT'S A MAD, MAD, MAD, MAD WORLD
When a goofy assortment of motorists
unexpectedly learn the whereabouts of a

stolen fortune, they speed off on a sidesplitting, car-bashing race for the loot.

race against time to solve the puzzle
before the murderer strikes again.

JACK RYAN: SHADOW RECRUIT
CIA analyst Jack Ryan uncovers evidence
of a Russian conspiracy to destroy the
U.S. economy, and races to protect his
fiancée while working with his seasoned
mentor William Harper to prevent a
disaster of catastrophic proportions.

RED
A group of former government assassins
fights back against the CIA after they're
targeted for knowing too much in this
adaptation of Warren Ellis' acclaimed DC
Comics graphic novels.

KNIGHT AND DAY
A single girl en route to a family wedding
gets swept up in a fight between a rogue
government agent and the FBI in this
globe-trotting action comedy.
KNIVES OUT
When renowned crime novelist Harlan
Thrombey is found dead at his estate just
after his 85th birthday, the inquisitive
and debonair Detective Benoit Blanc is
mysteriously enlisted to investigate.
MAN ON A LEDGE
An NYPD hostage negotiator attempts to
talk cop-turned-fugitive Nick Cassidy
down from a high ledge, but she learns
that he may have a hidden motive for
threatening to take his own life.
MURDER ON THE ORIENT EXPRESS
What starts out as a lavish train ride
through Europe quickly unfolds into one
of the most stylish, suspenseful and
thrilling mysteries ever told. From the
novel by best-selling author Agatha
Christie, tells the tale of thirteen
strangers stranded on a train, where
everyone is a suspect. One man must

THOROUGHLY MODERN MILLIE
Julie Andrews stars as Millie Dillmount,
who comes to New York is search of a
secretarial job and an unattached boss.
A UNITED KINGDOM
Dramatization of the real-life romance
between white Londoner Ruth Williams
and African law student Seretse Khama,
who began their love affair in 1947 when
Williams was unaware that Khama was
the heir apparent to the throne of the
Bamangwato tribe of the British
protectorate of Bechuanaland (modernday Botswana).
VICTORIA AND ABDUL
Story of the relationship between Queen
Victoria and her Indian Muslim servant
Abdul Karim.
YESTERDAY
After a mysterious blackout, a struggling
musician and songwriter ends up being
the only one who remembers the songs
of Beatles, so he goes on performing and
presenting the songs as his own.
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